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Problem-solving 

A colleague once observed that about 80 percent of my cognition is devoted to problem-solving, and she 

may have underestimated it. It’s natural enough then that I’m drawn to writing program administration. 

From one perspective, WPA work is essentially a line of continuous problem-solving where the problems 

interrelate and interlock into co-contingent webs—networks of characters, stories, exigencies, plots, and 

structures. Writing programs are fascinating to a problem-solver: a systems-thinker’s playground, an 

operator’s canvas, a techie-gearhead’s grownup Legoland. 

 

Taking care 

But in another dimension, a writing program is an ecology, a life-oriention shaping more the how of 

WPA-ing than the what. The three words I most associate with writing program administration are 

care, service, and advocacy. In GenAdmin and elsewhere, WPA theorist and feminist-rhetorician Kate 

Ryan writes about the WPA’s need for flourishing, ensuring that one’s administrative practices contribute 

to growing oneself and thriving in one’s work rather than being dragged down by it. I flourish by caring 

deeply for the people who are my writing program and its work, by serving them, and by fighting for 

them as—whether instructors, students, or staff—people who need an advocate.  

 

I use “care” in its many senses—not simply “concern for,” but tend, desire the wellbeing of, nurture, 

cherish, and guard. I use it of students who experience the program’s courses, of graduate-student 

instructors who simultaneously occupy teacher and student subjectivities, of contingent faculty to whom 

institutions leave most of the work but few of the protections, supports, and benefits of their tenure-line 

counterparts, and of staff who themselves care for all these others and maintain the structures that permit 

our teaching and learning. I think in terms of care because once a rigid, classical, but wise man taught me 

the only thing I really know about leadership, which is that leadership is completing the mission while 

taking care of your people. The people who form the ecology that is “my” writing program are “my” 

people and I am responsible for their wellbeing in our ecology. Problems related to their wellbeing are the 

first set I work on. (And in that magical co-contingent way, most other sets of problems I work on, like 

curriculum development and assessment, also become problems of care—care for students, their 

development, their time; care for teachers and staff, their continued intellectual growth, their time too.)  

 

Care requires service, which I use in its sense of being a servant. “Service” in academe is so ubiquitous 

that we often frame it as cost and forget to frame it in terms of giving of oneself. Accepting WPA work 

means sacrificing a good chunk of summer research time. Serving the teachers in my writing program 

means sacrificing time, agency, independence, and sometimes my better judgment, to care for people 

whose needs should come before mine.  

 

I wonder whether that ethic of care and service sounds too extreme. There is a level of care which is 

simply unsustainable, and WPA-as-Gandalf (we all have our Balrogs) is neither the most ideal leadership 

style (what with the eventual self-immolation) nor the least self-serving. But, having flourished as a WPA 

for nearly a decade of my career, I suppose my ethic of care is by definition sufficiently balanced. And 

the fact is that we have to care. WPAs usually wind up as advocates for the marginalized and 

disadvantaged. Writing students, institutionally and culturally misconceived as deficient, and 

intellectually brutalized by instrumentalist educations which imagine them as empty, voiceless receptacles 

for delivered content. Writing teachers, treated like mushrooms (kept in the dark and fed shit), the 

university’s inconvenient afterthought and primary cost-saving measure. Author Wes Moore, speaking at 

my school’s freshman convocation this year, told students that long after school, people won’t care what 

their major was. Rather, we’ll want to know, who did you fight for? I flourish as a WPA by advocating 

for the flourishing of our students and instructors.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJZZNHekEQw


Roles and Issues 

WPA literature offers many agglomerating metaphors for our many roles. (Kitchen Cooks, Plate Twirlers, 

and Troubadours, anyone?) Thinking through those roles is a helpful way to understand priorities and to 

pinpoint administrative principles. The preceding page makes the highest of these roles advocate.  

 

Next, then, teacher, particularly as coach and mentor. WPAs are teachers of teachers, lead curriculum 

designers (both of what writing teachers teach with, and of what the WPA teaches teachers with), and 

hopefully master teachers themselves. WPAing is in one sense the application of mechanical advantage, 

the multiplication of leverage and torque, to one’s own teaching: in the classroom my teaching reaches 50 

students a semester, but as WPA it reaches 2,000 a semester. I say coach and mentor because teaching 

teachers is something like herding cats, and that’s a good thing—it’s a feature, not a bug. What we 

are resisting is institutions reducing us, teachers and students alike, to obedient workers. In the face of 

institutions made deeply nervous by people who can think for themselves, we are building true disruption. 

(Not corporate group-think thinly disguised as innovation.) I want play in the system because it leaves 

space for aha moments and self-direction. A coach guides, a mentor reflects with, but neither plays the 

game for, their players. Teachers have to teach to their strengths and their temperaments. I don’t dictate 

textbooks, pedagogical approaches, or classroom policies to experienced teachers. Rather, we reach 

consensus on shared learning outcomes, teachers explain how their own approaches let them be at their 

best while achieving those outcomes, and we collaboratively assess the outcomes to monitor our 

achievements and build ideas for how to better shape our teaching.  

 

I am next a manager and facilitator. Some principles: Be at the table, and leave something on it—be 

present and generous. Things of value tend to be expensive, or more simply, stuff costs money. (See also 

it takes money to make money.) Intellectual enterprises are best managed through radical transparency. 

My worst moments as a WPA are forgetting to communicate. Better to have your team develop a vision 

that’s not exactly yours than to impose a vision your team can’t see. Finally, intellectually we are 

growing or dying. We cannot use instructors for years while abandoning them to professional stagnation. 

 

Lastly, the role the industry milieu thinks is first, leader. As WPA I gather knowledge, drive vision, set 

mission, build buy-in, and delegate projects. The hardest aspect for me is timeflow: being so busy that I 

blink and eight days have gone by. Leadership depends on facilitating steady movement. Leadership is 

also task- and problem-definition: what is there to lead on? Our greatest national, systemic challenge is 

contingent labor. We must insist on secure, well compensated, professionally engaged teaching lines. 

Denver, Syracuse, and other schools offer models I’m advocating for in any program I work in. Rabid 

insistence on quantitative assessment measures continues to be a growing problem, as I value learning 

outcomes assessment but absolutely resist the demand that all learning outcomes must be quantifiable. 

Related but larger, we battle instrumentalist visions of “higher” education at every turn. (The “fight” 

metaphors bug me, but bullies do require containment.) The core of my research agenda is resisting 

cultural misconceptions of writing and the public charter for college writing instruction. We’ll need a 

lot more students through writing-about-writing courses before we see a cultural shift in understandings 

of the nature of writing. I hope we’ll see major systemic change in college writing instruction in the 

coming two decades around multilingual composition, rethinking our easy assumption of American 

English as default, preferred, and normative. It should be a powerful lever for further separating what we 

ought to be teaching—rhetorical awareness and facility with writing process—from what we never should 

have been teaching, the relatively narrow conventions of rich-white-dominant usages.  

 

Who am I as a WPA? Depends who you ask, but what I am striving to be is an avid problem-solver, a 

fierce advocate for my teachers and their students, and a caring guide and mentor—an operator of my 

institution’s systems to provide the best experiences for those my writing program touches and to keep us 

growing toward better and more writing instruction.   

 


